


TARGET GROUP
Digitally-savvy people 

who care about 
homelessness - and 

those who are 
suffering by this: 

homeless people.

TENSION

homeless-blindness.

we turn our heads 
away. 

Just don't know how.

GOAL
Activize people 

around the issue by 
offering them a simple 

and surprising 
solution to help 

homeless people have 
a fresh start. 

INSIGHT 

ad-blindness exists 
as well. 
we still would rather look 

at an 

let’s take 
advantage of it.





IDEA
Our digital idea is built on out of home ads. 

the ones that are really out of homes
build a connection between

People are changing their phones 

it would mean just the right tool for reintegration.
into the labour market. 

help by offering their old smartphones

a tool for reintegration
Telekom Out of Home’s Algorithm. 



THE OUT OF HOME’S ALGORITHM 

single barcode initiates a free of data reinstall 

it is going to place only the 
necessary apps, 

Apps 
helping them in reintegration into the labour 
market,



MECHANISM FOR TARGETING GIVERS

We are using nationwide OOHs at busy locations 
where not only a lot of people passes by, but also 
homeless people are around.

We transform our CLPs into special digital lockers 
where people can hand down their used phones.

First, they scan a barcode and the Telekom Out Of 
Home’s Algorithm quickly formats their old phone 
and installs apps and features of the digital social 
capital. All of it runs free of data.

In return they can choose what would move them 
towards  becoming the champion of their own 
lives (data, small tech gadgets, training, 
education etc.)

MECHANISM FOR TARGETING 
HOMELESS PEOPLE

They can open the lockers with their 
homeless IDs.

After switching on, a short infovideo pops 
up with every important function and 
detail.

They can say ‘thank you’ whenever by 
calling the original owner or they can send 
a branded filtered selfie that the giver can 
share on social media with 
#telekomoutofhomes



VENUS
Venus has a beautiful name and is the 
second planet from the Sun. It’s 
terribly hot, even hotter than Mercury 

Your old smartphone now 
helps a fresh start for 

someone in need

JUPITER
Jupiter is a gas giant and the biggest 

planet in our Solar System. It’s the 
fourth-brightest object in the sky

Pass it on for someone who 
is still out of home. 

Generate buzz, 
build awareness

GOAL 

MESSAGE
Would you just pass by this 
ad if it was a life-changing 
opportunity for someone 

out of home?

OOH channels 
cross-country 

(CLP, BB, ambient)

Press event organized ‘out of 
home’ places like Blaha Luja 

square.

Activate people, 
build engagement

Follow-up about the success 
stories of homeless people,.

passing on the phones

EARNED

PAID

OWNED Teaser posts on Telekom 
social media channels

OOH lockers, BKK ads, Influencers 
from different tribes (ex. Zsozé 

atya, Szentesi Éva, Miskovits Marci, 
Kama etc.)  

Telekom social channels 
In-app reminders to pass on the 

phone 

UGC (#telekomoutofhomes), WOMWOM
earned press coverage WOM



MARCH
#1

MAY
#3

JULY-
#5

MAY
#4

APRIL
#2

APRIL



WHAT? WHY?

Unexpected out of home ads, 
ambient solutions

The unconventional brand tonality  and 
message  guarantee buzz and talkability

Revealing the special CLPs, press event, 
influencer campaign

Contents on success stories 

With Telekom you can empower others  in 
ways you never thought

Showing why the solution works on a 
long-term basis.



MAGNITUDE NATIONWIDE TALKABILITY
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EASY TO ENGAGE
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LONG-TERM SOLUTION
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